Host Jim says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host Jim says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host Jim says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
CTO_Friday says:
::on the bridge, at tactical, thinking over the past week::
CSO_Akira says:
::In ships stores::
FCO_tr`Keir says:
::Course plotted for Pravalis IV at warp 5::
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
::sitting in the center seat::
TO_Augustus says:
::in his quarters getting his gear ready for the away mission::
EO_Q`Tor says:
In my quarters preparing for away mission::
FCO_tr`Keir says:
CO:  ETA 4 minutes 52.3 seconds.
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
FCO: Thank you Commander.::Smiles::
OPS_Rodz says:
::on the bridge, at her station::
CSO_Akira says:
<QM>: I'll need ten pattern enhancers.
FCO_tr`Keir says:
::sits back in the chair, arching her back to ease it a bit::
CSO_Akira says:
<QM>CSO:  Aye, sir. Just sign here...and here....and here....
SEC_Guy says:
::patrolling near engineering::
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
::leans back, shoulder still sore::
CTO_Friday says:
::slumping over his station, running standard scans on the Pravalis sector::
CSO_Akira says:
::picks up the enhancers. nearly dropping a few.::
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
CTO: Anything on scans Lt.?
FCO_tr`Keir says:
::Inputs commands, prepares to bring the ship out of warp::
CSO_Akira says:
::goes to TL::
SEC_Guy says:
*CTO*: Ensign Guy here... can you locate the XO for me?
CSO_Akira says:
TL: Shuttle bay one.
CSO_Akira says:
::whoosh::
CTO_Friday says:
::sits up straighter and checks for anything out of the ordinary::
TO_Augustus says:
::puts the finishing touches on his pack and uniform, before heading to the armory:: Self: Lets see I have a bottle of water and extra survival rats lets go to the armory Gladius.
FCO_tr`Keir says:
::Glances back at her husband, glad he is back safely::
TO_Augustus says:
*CSO*: Sir did you draw weapons from the armory or do you want me to get yours for you?
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
~~~~FCO: Told you I'd come back.~~~~
CTO_Friday says:
*SEC*: It doesn't look like he's aboard right now ensign. Self: Very strange...
CTO_Friday says:
CO: Nothing out of the ordinary on sensors sir.
CSO_Akira says:
*TO*: I checked out a phaser earlier.  Thanks though...
EO_Q`Tor says:
::thinks about sister's marriage ceremony and decides to take mak'leth....just in case.....leaves quarters to go to armory::
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
::nods::CTO: Thank you.....
CSO_Akira says:
::puts enhancers in shuttle::
FCO_tr`Keir says:
~~~~CO:  Indeed...~~~~ ::a twinkle glimmers in the depth of her eyes::  ~~~~CO:  And has your tactical officers not to mention number one spoken with you yet?~~~~
TO_Augustus says:
::heads to the armory:: *CSO*: just a hand phaser sir? or a phaser rifle?
CSO_Akira says:
*TO*: Hand phaser.
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
~~~~FCO: Not yet......but I can imagine they would want to.....~~~~
TO_Augustus says:
<CPO>: Ensign, How may I help you sir?
CSO_Akira says:
::secures gear in shuttle::
CEO_Varek says:
::exits quarters in a rush late for duty::
EO_Q`Tor says:
::enters armory and overhears TO's question::  TO:  I would like a phaser rifle.
FCO_tr`Keir says:
~~~~CO:  I do not envy you... ~~~~
SEC_Guy says:
::waits for the CTO to respond::
TO_Augustus says:
::Motions to the CPO to Wait a moment:: *CSO*: Sir, I am going to draw a phaser rifle for you as well.  There is no way of knowing whats down there because of the atmospheric conditions, OK?
CEO_Varek says:
::enters TL::  TL:  Bridge.
FCO_tr`Keir says:
::takes ship out of warp::  CO:  Entering system.
OPS_Rodz says:
CO: There is a storm near the caves, sir
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
*Away Team*: As soon as you are ready assemble in the Shuttle Bay.
TO_Augustus says:
CPO: 2 Phaser rifles, with extra packs, and my hand phaser as well, please.  Also get me light body armor as well.
CEO_Varek says:
::enters bridge and goes to his station::
EO_Q`Tor says:
::checks condition of phaser rifle making sure it is fully charged::
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
FCO: Very well....enter standard orbit.
CTO_Friday says:
::looks up as the CEO enters the bridge:: CEO: Hello sir.
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
CTO: Slave SCI to your console and scan the planet.
CSO_Akira says:
*CO, TO*: Sir, with all the magnetic interference, I suggest that we send a probe to the surface to relay communications and telemetry data.
SEC_Guy says:
::checks combadge:: *CTO*: Please repeat...
TO_Augustus says:
<CPO>: I sir ::turns around and gets rifles from the rack and body armor.  Bends down and removes a box from beneath the counter and hands it to Gladius::
Host Jim says:
ACTION  The Executive Officer leaves his quarters and heads for the turblolift and  the shuttlebay
EO_Q`Tor says:
*CO* :  Aye sir, on our way now.
FCO_tr`Keir says:
::Takes ship to full impulse::
CEO_Varek says:
CTO:  Hello...
TO_Augustus says:
::Gladius smiles  and opens the box withdraws his phaser and signs for the other equipment::
EO_Q`Tor says:
TO:  Shall we?
TO_Augustus says:
*CO*: Aye sir heading to Shuttle bay one now.
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
*CSO*: Good idea...
Host Jim says:
<XO> *CO*: Headed down now, Captain
TO_Augustus says:
::walks to TL:
CSO_Akira says:
*Bridge*: Akira to bridge.
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
*XO*: If the Challenger is ready take that down to the surface....
FCO_tr`Keir says:
::begins standard approach::
CTO_Friday says:
::slaves SCI to TAC1:: CO: Aye sir. There's a sizable storm near the caves, temperature is about 28 degrees celcious. *SEC*: He's heading for the Shuttlebay.
FCO_tr`Keir says:
CO:  ETA to planet 2.4 minutes.
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
*CSO*: Yes Lt.?
TO_Augustus says:
::Exits TL and enters SB 1::
EO_Q`Tor says:
::following TO::
Host Jim says:
<XO> *CO* I'd rather we used a shuttle that was proven to go down, Captain
SEC_Guy says:
::decides to head for the shuttle bay:: *CTO*: I'm heading for the Shuttle Bay... I was told to report there... Guy out.
CSO_Akira says:
*CO*: I didn't know if you got that last message sir.  Sorry.
TO_Augustus says:
CSO: Sir heres your phaser rifle and extra packs.  Did you bring a mask for the dust and maybe some goggles?
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
CTO: Prepare a probe to launch down to the surface near the caves.
FCO_tr`Keir says:
::slows to 1/4 impulse::
SEC_Guy says:
::enters the TL:: TL: Shuttle bay.
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
*XO*: Understood.
TO_Augustus says:
EO: How are you today, did you get your armament?
CSO_Akira says:
TO: Hmm. Goggles.  Good idea.
CTO_Friday says:
::prepares the probe:: CO: Aye sir, just a moment...
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
*CSO*: We recieved it. preparing a probe now.
CTO_Friday says:
CO: Ok probe is ready.
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
::nods at FCO, hearing the ETA::
EO_Q`Tor says:
TO:  Aye, and atmospheric mask as well
SEC_Guy says:
::after a fast trip in TL.. walks out and heads in a jogging walk to the Shuttle bay ::
FCO_tr`Keir says:
::slows to standard orbital approach::
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
CTO: Launch probe....
Host Jim says:
ACTION  The turbolift the Xo is in becomes stuck
CTO_Friday says:
::pushes a button, launching the probe::
CTO_Friday says:
CO: Probe is away, sir.
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
::nods::
TO_Augustus says:
::smiles at the EO, continues to organize his equipment:: CSO: Sir what shuttle are we taking so I can start pre-flight?
CSO_Akira says:
:: gets filter mask and O2 scrubber pack.::
FCO_tr`Keir says:
::enters the planets orbit::
FCO_tr`Keir says:
CO:  We are at standard orbit.
CTO_Friday says:
::begins getting feedback from the probe::
OPS_Rodz says:
CEO: Our XO is trap in a TL, again.
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
FCO: Very well...
CSO_Akira says:
TO: The Brittain .  Its number 5.  Right over there ::points::
SEC_Guy says:
::walks in the Shuttle Bay to find it almost deserted except for a few officers preparing a shuttle::
CEO_Varek says:
*OPS*: I'll get on it
TO_Augustus says:
CSO: Aye sir, ::motions to QTor to come along, and heads to #5::
Host Jim says:
<XO> *CEO* You won't believe this, first that disaster with the food and now , I am stuck in the lift again, not a good day.
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
::sighs, hearing Lt. Rodz::
CEO_Varek says:
*XO*:  Which lift are you in sir.
FCO_tr`Keir says:
::sets commands and pulls up star charts of the area::
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
*Away Team*: Stand by the XO is stuck in the turbolift.
SEC_Guy says:
*XO*: Ensign Guy here.. what is your location?
OPS_Rodz says:
*XO* help is on the way, sir.
TO_Augustus says:
::enters the shuttle and commences pre-flight procedures:: *OPS*: Sir we are commencing pre-flight procedures, comm check.
EO_Q`Tor says:
::Looks at TO::  TO: He seems to spend a great deal of time stuck in TLs
CEO_Varek says:
::runs diognostics on TL systems::
CSO_Akira says:
TO, EO:  Make sure to have the Bussard intakes are closed.  Don't want to suck in a bunch of dust instead of hydrogen.
TO_Augustus says:
::smiles at the EO:: EO: Yes he does.
Host Jim says:
<XO> *CEO* Lift #2.
CTO_Friday says:
::reads over the probe info::
EO_Q`Tor says:
CSO:  Aye sir.
OPS_Rodz says:
TO:COMM is good ensign.
TO_Augustus says:
CSO: Aye sir, ::Looks to Q`Tor:: EO: Can you close the vents, please?
EO_Q`Tor says:
::starts engineering check on shuttle::
CEO_Varek says:
::leaves bridge to work on TL::
TO_Augustus says:
*OPS*: Thank you OPS, we are ready for departure upon arrival of #1 and the CMO/MO.
CSO_Akira says:
*Bridge*: Akira to OPS
EO_Q`Tor says:
TO:  Aye sir ::closes vents and checks them manually::
CTO_Friday says:
*AT*: Winds on the surface are in excess of 50 knots. I suggest bringing rope as a lifeline for when you're outside the shuttle.
SEC_Guy says:
::while waiting for the XO... walks in the Shuttle:: EO: Have you seen the XO?
EO_Q`Tor says:
TO:  Vents are closed.
CSO_Akira says:
*OPS*: wish us luck
CEO_Varek says:
::arrives at control panel to TL 2 and begins to work on it::
EO_Q`Tor says:
SEC:  No he is stuck in one of the TLs
EO_Q`Tor says:
SEC:  I'm sure CEO Varek has a team on it.
TO_Augustus says:
*CTO*: SIr we have 300' of life line aboard, any other info available?
Host Jim says:
ACTION  An arc strikes out and burns the CEO
CSO_Akira says:
TO, EO: ::jokingly:: So, anybody want to tell me how to fly this thing?
SEC_Guy says:
EO: Again??? ::laughs and smiles:: Maybe I should show him how to use the tubes.
CEO_Varek says:
::grimaces in pain and staggers back::
CTO_Friday says:
*TO*: Not really. You have helmets to protect your face's from sand right?
EO_Q`Tor says:
::Looking at CSO::  You are joking right sir?
TO_Augustus says:
::Looks at the CSO:  CSO: Sir in no way manner or form is that funny!  It'll probably take all three of us to fly this on our way down.
CSO_Akira says:
EO: Who...me?
TO_Augustus says:
::snickers at his comment::
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
::sits back::
FCO_tr`Keir says:
::unconsciously makes a minor course adjustment, her mind on her husbands return and the information the doctor had told her::
TO_Augustus says:
*CO*: Sir, we are standing by for departure clearance, waiting for the XO, and MO.
EO_Q`Tor says:
CSO:  Except for waiting for the XO everything is ready sir.
CTO_Friday says:
::sits back in his chair and sighs::
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
*TO*: Understood.....
CEO_Varek says:
*Engineering*:  Send a team to repair TL 2 and watch yourselves
CSO_Akira says:
EO, TO: Make yourselves comfortable.
TO_Augustus says:
::sits back, and tries to tie the sensors into the probe data stream directly::
EO_Q`Tor says:
::makes last minute adjustments on engines::
CEO_Varek says:
::slowly walks to the TL::  *CO*:  I have been burnt by an arc from the TL controls and am on my way to sickbay I have a team on the way to fix the TL.
FCO_tr`Keir says:
::lays a hand on her slightly protruding abdomen, thinking...::
TO_Augustus says:
CSO: Sir if we can tie into the probes data stream we can be kept abreast of everything that the Qlb knows and we don't have to worry about communication problems while on the surface.
CSO_Akira says:
::sees what the TO is attempting:: TO: You'll want to double the error correction due to the magnetic flux.
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
*CEO*: Understood Varek....
TO_Augustus says:
CSO: Understood. ::makes adjustments accordingly.
CSO_Akira says:
*Bridge*: Akira to bridge.
CTO_Friday says:
::spinning his chair back and forth ever so slightly::
CEO_Varek says:
TL:  Sickbay.
TO_Augustus says:
*CTO*: Sir I have tied the shuttle directly into the data stream from the probe.  In case of communication problems we can send data via the stream.
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
*CSO*: This is the bridge...
CTO_Friday says:
*TO*: Understood Ensign.
CEO_Varek says:
::exits TL and enters sickbay::
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
FCO: Hold position over the landing area.
CSO_Akira says:
*CO*: Captain, you may experience a transmission lag due to the probe relay and the error correction.
TO_Augustus says:
EO: While we are waiting lets do an equipment check for the mission OK?
SEC_Guy says:
<MO> ::finally arrives at the shuttle bay... enters the shuttle:: All: Sorry I'm late.. was trying out a new diagnostic procedure.
Host Jim says:
<MO_Turner>:CEO: How may I , ...err come to this Bio Bed.
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
*CSO*: Achknowledged.
EO_Q`Tor says:
TO: I'm on it.
FCO_tr`Keir says:
::inputs commands:: CO:  Holding.
TO_Augustus says:
MO: Welcome aboard, did you check out a side arm and do you have goggles and a breathing device?
CEO_Varek says:
::moves to the indicated Bio Bed::
CSO_Akira says:
*CTO*: How are the neutrino emmissions from the planet?
Host Jim says:
<MO_Turner>::begins scanning the burns and itching ::
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
::tapping on his armrest::
Host Jim says:
<MO_Turner> *CO* I am afraid I have to declare the CEO unfit for duty for a day , perhaps two
CTO_Friday says:
*CSO*: Other than the sand storm everything is pretty much the same as Earth
SEC_Guy says:
<MO> TO: Yes all set to depart and I saw the XO earlier.. Is he here yet?
TO_Augustus says:
*OPS*/*FCO*: What is are window of oppurtunity time for the approach and for are return?
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
*MO*: Very well Doctor.
TO_Augustus says:
MO: No we are waiting for him to level the team numbers.
Host Jim says:
ACTION  The Turbolift  starts up again and the XO is deposited  at the shuttlebay floor
CSO_Akira says:
*CO, CTO*: If normal transmissions are cutoff, monitor neutrino emissions from the probe. Just in case.  ::smiles::
SEC_Guy says:
<MO> TO: Understood. ::sits down in a chair::
Host Jim says:
<MO_Turner>::: Places a neural blocker on the CEO's Forehead ::
CSO_Akira says:
::runs over to the XO:: XO: Sir?
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
*CSO*: Understood.
SEC_Guy says:
<XO> ::walks out of TL:: CSO: Don't ask...
Host Jim says:
<MO_Turner> ::begins debreeding the burns ::
TO_Augustus says:
MO: Can you assist the EO with Equipment inventory, please.  ::makes final adjustments to his plotting board and starts the mixing of the engine core::
CEO_Varek says:
::lays still on the bed::
CSO_Akira says:
::helps the XO up::  XO:  We are ready for departure.
Host Jim says:
<XO> ::walks to the shuttlebay and gets into the craft::
SEC_Guy says:
<MO> XO: There you are!
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
*Away Team*: You guys all set?
Host Jim says:
<XO> CSO: I hear we have high winds ?
EO_Q`Tor says:
TO:  We have weapons, life line, rations, water, thermal blankets, med kits, masks, goggles, tricorders.....are we missing anything?
SEC_Guy says:
XO: Nice to join us Sir.
TO_Augustus says:
::Turns around, to face the XO:: XO: Sir, we are ready for departure awaiting clearance from OPS on your command.
CTO_Friday says:
::begins to wonder if the AT is ever going to go::
Host Jim says:
<XO> Sec: Thank you ::wry grin ::
CSO_Akira says:
XO: Aye sir.  Up to fifty knots.
TO_Augustus says:
::looks at CSO: EO: sounds right to me.
Host Jim says:
<XO> ::frowns:: *CO* I suggest we use the FCO's services for this flight
EO_Q`Tor says:
::stows away the equipment and resumes his seat:: XO:  Engineering ready sir
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
::grimaces::*XO*: Very well.....
Host Jim says:
<XO> ::nods to the EO :: Very well
CSO_Akira says:
::smiles.  stands and takes a seat in the back::
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
FCO: Well looks like you're going......be careful....
FCO_tr`Keir says:
::stands up, transfering commands to a replacement::  CO:  Always... sir.
TO_Augustus says:
::nods head and leaves FCO station and takes a seat in the rear of shuttle going over his gear::
SEC_Guy says:
XO: Everything seems secure. Oh and how about a little walk in the tubes when we get back ... Sir.
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
*XO*: T`Sharra is on her way.
FCO_tr`Keir says:
::with a last glance, quickly heads to her quarters, grabbing a few things, then heads to the shuttle bay, slightly out of breath::
Host Jim says:
<XO> Sec: I might do better with them at that, but the way this day is going ...
SEC_Guy says:
<XO> *CO*: Understood.
Host Jim says:
<XO> *CO* Thank you
FCO_tr`Keir says:
::catching her breath, enters the shuttle bay::
TO_Augustus says:
::looks at EO::  EO: do you think we might leave sometime? ::smiles, getting up and going to the SB armory withdrawing a sidearm and a breathing mask for the FCO::
SEC_Guy says:
XO: Don't worry..what else could go wrong?
TO_Augustus says:
::hands equipment to FCO::
FCO_tr`Keir says:
::heads over to the shuttle and steps aboard::
Host Jim says:
<XO> ::nods to the FCO and swings aboard ::
EO_Q`Tor says:
TO:  One can always hope so.
TO_Augustus says:
FCO: Welcome aboard.
FCO_tr`Keir says:
::nods back at the XO and quickly stores her gear, then straps down in her seat::
SEC_Guy says:
::sees everyone in and locks the hatch::
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
OPS: Keep in constant contact with the Away Team.
TO_Augustus says:
::smiles, and chuckles::
FCO_tr`Keir says:
::swiftly begins Shuttle check::
Host Jim says:
<XO> *OPS*: Request permission to take the shuttle out
SEC_Guy says:
XO: All secure for departure.
FCO_tr`Keir says:
TO:  Thank you.
CTO_Friday says:
::checks the probe data again to make sure nothing is going to go wrong::
TO_Augustus says:
::nods::
OPS_Rodz says:
CO: Aye, sir.
FCO_tr`Keir says:
All:  Please be strapped in and all gear strapped down.
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
::smiles, gets up and heads to the Flight Control, excusing the FCO there and sits down::
SEC_Guy says:
<MO> ::wonders if this shuttle will ever take off::
CSO_Akira says:
All:  Please make sure that your tray is in the locked and upright position.
TO_Augustus says:
::Checks his tricorder and starts reviewing info on the planet::
EO_Q`Tor says:
FCO:  All gear is stowed, and personnel are strapped in.
FCO_tr`Keir says:
::glances at CSO with raised eyebrow::
EO_Q`Tor says:
::Looks at CSO not understanding the last comment:: CSO: Sir?
FCO_tr`Keir says:
::nods at EO::  XO: Ready for departure.
SEC_Guy says:
::grabs a seat near the XO::
CSO_Akira says:
::smiles back at FCO, then turns to EO: EO: Old Earth saying. I'll explain later.
TO_Augustus says:
::does a visual inspection of everyones safety harness, to include his own:: Self: Thank you for flying Q'lb Shuttle services please put your seat backs up.
Host Jim says:
<XO> FCO: Waiting on word now
FCO_tr`Keir says:
::nods::
SEC_Guy says:
<XO> FCO: Please stand by... ALL: Let's not get stuck down there OK?
CSO_Akira says:
::chuckles at TO: TO: There ya go.
EO_Q`Tor says:
::looks around at seats::  TO:  The seats backs have only one position.
EO_Q`Tor says:
::confused::
CEO_Varek says:
::stares at the ceiling above him::
Host Jim says:
<OPS> *XO* Permission Granted.
CSO_Akira says:
EO: Oh, Q'Tor.  Never mind ::laughs::
SEC_Guy says:
<XO> FCO: Engage.
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
::makes a minor course adjustment::
TO_Augustus says:
::smiles at EO:: EO: I know htat but I was watching an old movie and when they flew in airplanes the waitress use to say that all the time.
FCO_tr`Keir says:
::completes take off proceedures, lifting the shuttle from the deck and out the bay doors::
EO_Q`Tor says:
TO:  Ahhh  ::still just a bit confused::
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
CTO: Anything on LRS?
TO_Augustus says:
EO: Never mind I'll let you watch it then you will understand.
FCO_tr`Keir says:
@::takes shuttle at a tangent to the landing co-ordinates::
CTO_Friday says:
::switches to long range sensors and quickly checks the sensors::
TO_Augustus says:
CSO: Anything interesting on the data stream from the Probe?  Like life forms animals and such?
EO_Q`Tor says:
@XO:  All shuttle systems are showing green.
CTO_Friday says:
CO: No sir, nothing out of the ordinary.
Host Jim says:
@<XO> EO: Thank you.
CSO_Akira says:
TO: Dirt.  Lots and lots of dirt.
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
::nods, leaning back in his seat::
CTO_Friday says:
::switches back to the probes' sensors::
CEO_Varek says:
::looks around for the MO;;
CSO_Akira says:
TO: Probably wouldn't know unless it walked up and sat on the probe anyhow.
SEC_Guy says:
@::watches the approching planet::
FCO_tr`Keir says:
@XO:  At my current vector, ETA 10 minutes.
Host Jim says:
@<XO> FCO: Very well.. be safe.
OPS_Rodz says:
::monitors the COMM channel::
CTO_Friday says:
::tries to find the shuttle on the probes' sensors::
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
::punches up the sensors, watching the shuttle trajectory::
Host Jim says:
ACTION As the shuttle enters the stmosphere the shuttle is buffeted and the XO hits his head on the ceiling knocking him out.
TO_Augustus says:
@XO: Sir, reccommend that everyone carry thier sidearms on heavy stun wide dispersal,
CSO_Akira says:
::monitors atmospheric sensors:: @XO: Sir??!!!
SEC_Guy says:
@XO: Sir!!! you alright? ::getting back up himself::
FCO_tr`Keir says:
@::Works on keeping the shuttle on a straight path::
SEC_Guy says:
@MO: Doctor.. a hand please.
CTO_Friday says:
::increases probes' sensors to maximum distance, still trying to find the shuttle::
SEC_Guy says:
@<MO> ::gets up:: SEC: Move away...
FCO_tr`Keir says:
@::hears the crew::  All:  Is the XO alright?
Host Jim says:
ACTION  After the initial major buffeting the shuttles ride smooths out
TO_Augustus says:
@CSO: Sir you might want to report this.
CSO_Akira says:
@Self:  That was just a little turbulence folks.  Nuuuuuuthing to worry about.
FCO_tr`Keir says:
@::As the atmosphere smooths out, she glances back at the crew::
EO_Q`Tor says:
@FCO:: Structural integrity down 5% and holding.
SEC_Guy says:
@<MO> All: ::after a few diagnostics:: The XO is out cold... slight concussion I believe...not too serious.
FCO_tr`Keir says:
::nods at EO::
CSO_Akira says:
*COMM*: QIb this is STS10005.20. Come in please.
CEO_Varek says:
::thinks about getting up and going back to duty::
CTO_Friday says:
CO: Sir, I still haven't picked up the shuttle on the probe's sensors. It should be reading them by now. ::continues trying to find the shuttle::
TO_Augustus says:
@FCO: Anything we can do?
SEC_Guy says:
@<MO> FCO: Looks like you are in command of the mission Sir.
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
::holds breath::
TO_Augustus says:
::helps MO move the XO out of the way::
Host Jim says:
<MO_Turner> CEO: We have to hold you for observation for a while, unless you promise to come back in four hours
FCO_tr`Keir says:
@MO:  What is the XO's status?
CSO_Akira says:
@FCO: Ma'am. Normal communications probably will be choppy at best until we are on the surface.
SEC_Guy says:
@<MO> TO: Thanks... he's heavy!
CEO_Varek says:
MO:  I will report back in four hours
CTO_Friday says:
::runs a remote diagnostic on the probe to make sure it's working properly::
FCO_tr`Keir says:
@::nods::  CSO:  We will be down soon.
EO_Q`Tor says:
@FCO: Shields steady at 98%
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
CTO: Continue to scan with the probe....
TO_Augustus says:
@FCO: Sir, we have communication capabilities through the probe date stream.
CTO_Friday says:
CO: I am sir. I'm currently running a level 4 diagnostic, it may just be the sensors are acting up on it.
SEC_Guy says:
@::goes to help the TO and MO move the XO and make him comfortable::
CSO_Akira says:
@FCO:  There is a good possibility that we will loose shields upon landing.
FCO_tr`Keir says:
@TO:  Contact the ship and inform the of our current statis and what they wish us to do.
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
CTO: If they are prepare another probe and launch it.
CEO_Varek says:
MO:  May I report back to duty?
FCO_tr`Keir says:
@::makes a minor adjustment as the ship bounces on a current::
FCO_tr`Keir says:
@CSO:  Explain.
CTO_Friday says:
CO: Aye sir. ::still waiting for the results of the diagnostic::
SEC_Guy says:
@<MO> FCO: Can we beam the XO back to the ship?
Host Jim says:
<MO_Turner> CEO: Return after your duty shift:::sighs:: we need to watch you overnight, that was a bad burn
FCO_tr`Keir says:
@MO:  We could not beam down through this, I doubt we can beam up through it.
CSO_Akira says:
@FCO:  The magnetic flux on the surface might act like a giant ground.  Drawing the shield energy to the planet.
EO_Q`Tor says:
@SEC:  Negative, transporters are inoperable in this atmosphere
CEO_Varek says:
MO:  Thank you  ::exits sickbay and enter TL:: TL:  Bridge
CTO_Friday says:
::finally recieves the results of the diagnostic, nothing is wrong::
FCO_tr`Keir says:
@MO:  Make him comfortable for now.
TO_Augustus says:
::taking his Padd pulls up the data stream and sends message;  IKS Q'lb this is the shuttle Brittain we have suffered a casualty upon descent, XO is unconscious possible concusion.  Request orders, continue or return to ht eQ'lb.
CEO_Varek says:
::exits TL and goes to station feeling slightly dizzy::
TO_Augustus says:
Augustus
CTO_Friday says:
::with a puzzeled look on his face, continues trying to find the shuttle::
SEC_Guy says:
@EO: Very well.. I'll check on the XO while you are away from the shuttle.
FCO_tr`Keir says:
@Tac:  Any further readings from the planet to be concerned about in our not having shields?
Host Jim says:
ACTION  Through the clouds near the surface they can see the surface and the hills the caves are in.
TO_Augustus says:
::Message is typed and sent:: @FCO: Message sent sir.
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
::sees the message come across the console::All: Shuttle has sent a message....
CTO_Friday says:
::gets something back along the probe's data stream, and reads it over::
FCO_tr`Keir says:
::nods to TO::
CEO_Varek says:
::checks intruments and sees that TL is working again::
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
CTO: Can you confirm?
EO_Q`Tor says:
@ALL: I can see the surface
FCO_tr`Keir says:
All:  For the moment, prepare for landing.  ETA. 2.3 minutes.
CTO_Friday says:
CO: Yes sir. ::smiles slightly::
OPS_Rodz says:
CO: Sir ,permission to go to sickbay.
TO_Augustus says:
@FCO: None received yet and there is no useful info in the data banks on this planet other than the dilithium.
CTO_Friday says:
Self: Finally something from the AT
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
CTO: Send message back for them to continue mission.
SEC_Guy says:
@<MO> FCO: The XO might wake up soon... but I'll let you know when he's back on his feet..
CTO_Friday says:
CO: Aye sir. ::begins composing message::
FCO_tr`Keir says:
@MO:  Acknowledged.
TO_Augustus says:
@FCO: Recommenf side arms wide dispersal heavy stun, myself the EO and the SEC will have phaser rifles no one goes by themselves any where.
Host Jim says:
ACTION the Shuttle drops down 350 meters in a massive downdraft
FCO_tr`Keir says:
@TO:  You are prepared for all contingencies... be doubly so upon landing.
CSO_Akira says:
@Self: Whooooa.   ::thud::
FCO_tr`Keir says:
@::gasps as she regains control of the shuttle::
CTO_Friday says:
COMM: AT: Message received. Continue on set mission.
TO_Augustus says:
@FCO: Yes sir we are ready, but try and set us down gently.  All: make sure your strapped in tight MO: make sure the XO is secure
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
::takes a deep breath::
SEC_Guy says:
@All: Brace for landing!!
EO_Q`Tor says:
@::tightens strap::
FCO_tr`Keir says:
@TO:  Always... ::concentrates on the landing, changing course towards another tangent::
TO_Augustus says:
@FCO: We have orders from the Q'lb, continue with mission.
FCO_tr`Keir says:
@::Brings shuttle in for a landing::
Host Jim says:
ACTION  The shuttle sits down  smoothly and softly 150 meters from the caves
TO_Augustus says:
::tightens his brace one last time, but not to tight::
FCO_tr`Keir says:
@::nods at the TO::
CSO_Akira says:
@Self: wheeeeee
CTO_Friday says:
::finally picks up the shuttle on the probe's sensors, see's it land gently::
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
OPS: Granted Lt.
TO_Augustus says:
::smiles at FCO::
OPS_Rodz says:
CO: Thanks.
SEC_Guy says:
@<MO> FCO: Nicely done!
TO_Augustus says:
::checks atmospheric conditions:: @All: please wait for testing to cycle through.
Host Jim says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host Jim says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host Jim says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


